UHS Algorithm for Treatment of Relapsing Multiple Sclerosis

Relapsing Multiple Sclerosis associated with poor prognosis

1. **1st Line Agents:**
   - Glatiramer acetate (sc)
   - IFNβ-1a (sc or IM)
   - IFNβ-1b (sc)

2. **2nd Line Agents:**
   - Teriflunomide (po)
   - Fingolimod (po)
   - Dimethyl fumarate (po)

3. If patient has failed a trial of oral medication then can switch to another oral medication if this is not contraindicated.


2. If patient has failed a trial of glatiramer then can switch therapy to an IFN. If failed one of the IFNs then change to glatiramer.

3. If patient has failed a trial of an oral medication then can switch to another oral medication if this is not contraindicated.

*dimethyl fumarate pending addition to formulary*
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